



Ilyas Javed Khan (http://real_islam.org) schrieb am 29.05.2004 um 22:29: 

If you claim that you are the real Ghulam and up stood on the revelation then plz inform what was the first Ilham and

who is witness. 

If u are true then what is the need of loud and shout attack on jamaat. Why don't u work quietly if u r the real Ghulam 

people will follow u or otherwise u will be lost in the smoke of of darkness.

Your claim that in the book A Man GOd God page 187 the last calif rm ommited a sentence but the reality is that he

has written upto that point and closed. After that he did not wrote any sentence therefore no question of ommission

arrise. your claim is baseless.Please be fear of Allah.
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